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Abstract—The Station Explorer for X-ray Timing and Naviga-
tion Technology (SEXTANT) is a technology demonstration en-
hancement to the Neutron-star Interior Composition Explorer
(NICER) mission. NICER is a NASA Explorer Mission of Op-
portunity that will be hosted on the International Space Station
(ISS). SEXTANT will, for the first time, demonstrate real-time,
on-board X-ray Pulsar Navigation (XNAV), a significant mile-
stone in the quest to establish a GPS-like navigation capability
available throughout our Solar System and beyond.

This paper gives an overview of the SEXTANT system archi-
tecture and describes progress prior to environmental testing
of the NICER flight instrument. It provides descriptions and
development status of the SEXTANT flight software and ground
system, as well as detailed description and results from the flight
software functional and performance testing within the high-
fidelity Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) X-ray Navigation
Laboratory Testbed (GXLT) software and hardware simula-
tion environment. Hardware-in-the-loop simulation results are
presented, using the engineering model of the NICER timing
electronics and the GXLT pulsar simulator—the GXLT pre-
cisely controls NASA GSFC’s unique Modulated X-ray Source
to produce X-rays that make the NICER detector electronics
appear as if they were aboard the ISS viewing a sequence of
millisecond pulsars.

SEXTANT is funded by the NASA Space Technology Mission
Directorate, and NICER is funded by the NASA Science Mission
Directorate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

NASA’s Station Explorer for X-ray Timing and Navigation
Technology (SEXTANT) project [1] will provide the first

1This is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright
protection in the United States.
2Corresponding author, luke.b.winternitz@nasa.gov

demonstration of autonomous spacecraft navigation using
X-ray Pulsars as beacons. This concept, often referred to as
XNAV, has the potential to provide a GPS-like autonomous
navigation capability that works throughout the Solar System,
serving as a complement and navigation backup to NASA’s
Deep Space Network (DSN), and enabling exploration be-
yond the Solar System.

XNAV exploits the atomic clock-like stability of faint pul-
sations from a class of rapidly rotating neutron stars known
as Millisecond Pulsar (MSP). This stability allows long-term
predictions of pulse phase, relevant to a reference location, to
be generated and stored in a catalog. Measurements of MSP
pulse phase made on-board the spacecraft with an XNAV
sensor can then be compared to the catalog predictions to
obtain information about the user’s position relative to the
reference location. The concept of navigating via pulsars, and
in particular XNAV, has a long history of development dating
back to the discovery of the first radio pulsar in the 1960’s. A
concise review of past research and development is provided
in [2].

SEXTANT is a technology enhancement to the Neutron-star
Interior Composition Explorer (NICER) mission, which is
an X-ray Astrophysics Mission of Opportunity to the In-
ternational Space Station (ISS) that will undertake a funda-
mental investigation of extremes in gravity, material density,
and electromagnetic fields of rapidly spinning neutron stars
via time-resolved X-ray spectroscopy [3, 4]. NICER and
SEXTANT are funded through a cost-sharing opportunity
between the NASA Science Mission Directorate and NASA
Space Technology Mission Directorate Game Changing De-
velopment Program Office.

NICER will achieve its science objectives by deploying an
X-ray telescope instrument, shown in Figure 1, as an attached
payload on a zenith-side ExPRESS Logistics Carrier aboard
the ISS. The instrument consists of 56 pairs of X-ray
Concentrators and Silicon Drift Detectors attached to and
aligned within the Integrated Optical Bench. Each photon
interacting with a detector is assigned an energy estimate and
a timestamp. NICER offers over an order-of-magnitude im-
provement in time-coherent sensitivity and timing resolution
beyond the capabilities of any X-ray observatory flown to
date. The large effective collecting area results in a high
signal-to-background ratio, which together with its precise
timing, make NICER’s instrument a nearly ideal XNAV
sensor. SEXTANT will use a subset of the data collected for
the NICER science program, on-board and in real-time, to
demonstrate X-ray pulsar navigation in the highly dynamic,
low-Earth orbit regime. The primary Key Performance Pa-
rameter (KPP) of the technology demonstration is to maintain
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Figure 1. NICER payload mechanical model.
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Figure 2. SEXTANT MSP target locations, in ecliptic
coordinates (λ, β), including the 3month effect of a 45◦ Sun
avoidance constraint, centered on the Winter Solstice.

orbital position knowledge within 10 km, worst direction,
using up to 2weeks of MSP observations.

In this paper, we will review the SEXTANT architecture and
describe recent progress for both NICER and SEXTANT.
Next, we briefly describe updates to the SEXTANT algo-
rithms as presented in [2]. Then, we provide details on the
SEXTANT flight system–consisting of the on-board compo-
nent, termed the X-ray Pulsar Navigation Flight Software
(XFSW), and the ground component, called the X-ray Pul-
sar Navigation Ground Segment/System (XGS)–and briefly
review the GSFC X-ray Navigation Laboratory Testbed
(GXLT). Next, we describe the test regime within the GXLT
used to verify the SEXTANT flight system, and provide
recent test results. Finally, we describe the path forward and
give concluding remarks.

2. SEXTANT OVERVIEW

In this section we review the SEXTANT system architecture
and provide brief status updates for NICER and SEXTANT.

SEXTANT System Architecture

Figure 3 provides a graphical overview of the SEXTANT
system architecture showing the four main components. Dur-
ing the SEXTANT experiment(s), the X-ray Timing Instru-
ment (XTI) points sequentially at suitable navigation MSP
targets, shown in Figure 2, and provides X-ray photon event
times, accurate within 100 ns (RMS) of GPS time, and an

energy estimate for each event to the XFSW. The XFSW
filters events based on energy and other criteria to reduce
unwanted background events, thus increasing signal-to-noise
ratio. Accepted event times are collected in a buffer along
with a phase prediction at the event time derived from the
pulsar model and a spacecraft state prediction provided by the
Goddard Enhanced Onboard Navigation System (GEONS)
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), a key component of the
XFSW [5, 6]. When a sufficient number of events from a
pulsar are collected, those events are batch processed by a
Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator to extract point esti-
mates of pulse phase and frequency. These estimates are
passed as measurements to GEONS to update the orbit state
estimate. The XGS maintains the pulsar almanac–the full
timing models, pulse templates, count rates, and raw data
used to derive all of these—and provides periodic updates
to the XFSW configuration table including a subset of the
pulsar almanac, sends asynchronous commands as needed,
and monitors SEXTANT system health and status, as well
as performance. Finally, all development and testing of the
SEXTANT flight system takes place in the GXLT, a unique
high-fidelity test environment able to provide stimulus to the
flight software and hardware modeling SEXTANT or other
XNAV scenarios.

A description of the SEXTANT system architecture is pre-
sented in [7], and a detailed overview of the full SEXTANT
system design and testbed, with a focus on algorithms, is
provided in [2].

NICER status

NICER is in Phase C [8] and progressing on-schedule. At
this time, all major flight components have been delivered
to National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
GSFC, and the payload is being integrated and tested–a
recent picture of the integrated flight XTI just before thermal-
vacuum testing is given in Figure 4. NICER will complete
payload integration and pre-environmental functional testing
in late 2015. Also in late 2015, NICER will have its pre-
environmental review in preparation for Key Decision Point-
D. NICER is on-target for a June 2016 delivery to Cape
Canaveral for launch via a SpaceX Commercial Resupply
Services mission, no earlier than August 2016.

SEXTANT development status and recent progress

SEXTANT algorithms used in XFSW (and also run in parallel
on the ground system) must deal with a broad dynamic range
in count rates because the pulsars utilized have a correspond-
ing large range in brightness. A previous paper [2] described
in detail the algorithms for faint sources. This paper will only
outline the algorithms approach in general but then will cover
in detail the special case of the brighter sources, meaning
accommodation for higher count rates. These algorithm
augmentations have been incorporated in XFSW v2.1.0, and
are described in §3.

The XFSW, described in §4, is nearing completion. XFSW
v2.1.0 has been integrated into the most recent NICER In-
strument Flight Software (IFSW) build, which is currently
supporting payload level testing. An optional cleanup build
may be completed this year, while the final XFSW version
is planned for release in early 2016. XFSW v2.1.0 passed a
comprehensive set of build verification tests that are described
in detail in §6.

In September 2015, SEXTANT completed its annual Game
Changing Development Program Office Continuation Review
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Figure 3. Block diagram of SEXTANT system architecture.

Figure 4. Photograph of the integrated NICER XTI about to
begin thermal-vacuum testing.

for the following fiscal year, and remains on schedule to meet
all planned milestones.

The XGS architecture and basic concept of operations is now
well defined, and described briefly in §5. Moving forward, the
SEXTANT team plans a major XGS build in late 2015 with a
final build to support mission readiness testing in spring 2016.

Both the GXLT software and hardware simulation, described
in detail in [2] and briefly in §6 below, have seen fidelity
improvements. In particular, the hardware testbed has been
updated to support testing with the NICER hardware timing
chain, as well as NICER payload timing tests.

3. ALGORITHM UPDATES

Reference [2] provides a detailed description of the
SEXTANT low-flux algorithms. Since the publication of that
work, several updates have been integrated into the flight
system. The most important of these are: a) the ability
to process the high-flux Crab pulsar, and b) estimation of
count rate parameters in addition to phase and frequency
corrections.

The following approach is used to obtain final estimates of
corrections to pulse phase and frequency predictions and
signal and background count rates based on a batch of photon
events.

1. Collect sufficiently many events, after filtering out back-
ground photons using available instrument- and pulsar-
specific discriminators, such as photon energy and event
location on the detector.

2. Obtain a coarse estimate of the unfiltered “background”
rate (including any unmodulated emission from the pul-
sar) by subtracting the catalog value of the signal rate
from the observation empirical total rate.

3. For low-flux MSPs, determine phase and frequency cor-
rection estimates by maximizing the likelihood (using
the notation of [2])

l(θ̂) =

N∑

k=1

log λ(φ̃(Tk) + q + f(Tk − ta)) (1)

−(α+ β)(tb − ta).

over a regular grid of phase and frequency corrections

(q, f). Here λ is the rate function, and {φ̃(Tk)}
N
k=1

are

the phase predictions at each of N event times {Tk}
N
k=1

collected over observation interval [ta, tb]. In this step,
the signal α and background β count rates are held
constant. (For this reason, the second term in (1) was
omitted in [2], but it will be varied in the following step.)
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The range of the grid is set according to the predicted
phase and frequency measurement variance square-root
provided by the EKF and the resolution of the grid is set
to a multiple of the measurement noise root-variance.

4. Optionally, perform a configurable number of modified
Newton iterations on the likelihood function (1), varying
all parameters (q, f, α, β) and with initial iterate set to
the grid search optimized (q, f) of Step 3 and coarse
count rate estimates (α, β) from Step 2.

Reference [2] describes Step 3, in detail, for low-flux MSPs.
In the following two sections, we provide a) an update to
Step 3 for high-flux targets, e.g., the Crab pulsar, and b) a
brief description of Step 4.

A phase-binned estimator for high-flux targets— The ML
phase estimation algorithm described in [2] is expected to
fit comfortably within the SEXTANT allocation for CPU
utilization for all pulsars in the SEXTANT catalog, with the
exception of the Crab pulsar, which has between 4–5 orders
of magnitude higher flux.

For high-flux targets, we approximate the approach described
above by quantizing the fractional predicted phase to the bin

center {φ̄j}
M
j=1

of one of M (nominally equal to 1024) regu-

larly spaced phase bins and counting the number {nj}
M
j=1

of

events that fall into each bin.

Because this pre-binning destroys the absolute (whole cycle)
phase information, only a phase correction and no frequency
correction is estimated, i.e., f = 0. This is expected
to be adequate over the much shorter observation intervals
needed when processing the Crab, as compared to the other
SEXTANT pulsars. (Typical observation times are given in
[2].) This assumption makes the likelihood function indepen-
dent of the length N of the time of arrival sequence, yielding
the approximation to (1), involving only M ≪ N terms,
given as

l(θ̂) ≃
M∑

j=1

nj log λ(φ̄j + q)− (α+ β)(tb − ta). (2)

Thus, for high-flux targets, (2) replaces (1) in Step 3 de-
scribed above.

Newton iterations—In Step 4, we attempt to refine the grid op-
timized phase and frequency corrections of Step 3, the coarse
background count rate estimate of Step 2 and the catalog
value of the signal count rate using a continuous optimization
approach. Specifically, an unconstrained maximization of (1)
is attempted using a modified Newton approach to ensure
a direction of descent and determine an appropriate step
size. To compute the search direction, a modified Cholesky
factorization [9] of the negative log-likelihood Hessian is
attempted. If the factorization encounters a negative value
on the diagonal, instead of failing, it is replaced by a config-
urable positive value. Once the search direction is computed,
a line search is used to determine an adequate step size
satisfying the Armijo conditions [9]. While this component
has been implemented in the GXLT, it does not yet appear in
the XFSW.

4. FLIGHT SOFTWARE

The SEXTANT X-ray Pulsar Navigation Flight Software
(XFSW) is a GSFC Core Flight System (CFS) application.
The CFS, described in [10], is GSFC’s standard mission
flight software framework that arranges core flight software
units, e.g., data ingest, telemetry output, etc, and custom
applications on a software message bus. Each CFS app sub-
scribes to a relevant set of command and telemetry messages.
The SEXTANT XFSW is a message driven CFS application
responding to three external messages:

1. Detector photon packets, which provide the raw photon
event data,

2. Pointing Control packets, which tell the XFSW which
target it is looking at, and

3. GPS state packets, used to seed the EKF and used for
onboard performance monitoring, as well as timing of
the application as these packets arrive at a convenient
1Hz rate.

The flow of the XFSW is shown in block diagram form in
Figure 5. Initially, when the XFSW is commanded to start,
and when appropriate conditions are met on the quality of the
Global Positioning System (GPS) point-solution, a GPS state
packet triggers a one-time initialization of the GEONS EKF.
From that point forward, each tenth GPS packet triggers a
nominal 10 second GEONS forward propagation of the state
estimate, kept ahead of the incoming photon packet times by
30 seconds. The propagated state estimates are entered into
a state buffer as they are generated. Photon event packets
are passed through a photon filter to reduce background and
out-of-band events. The propagated state buffer and pulsar
timing models are used to assigned a received pulse phase and
frequency prediction at each event time. This information is
inserted into an event buffer assigned to the current pulsar.
Once a buffer contains a threshold number of events, the ML
batch processor operates on it to extract a point estimate of the
phase and frequency (and count rates) of the current pulsar’s
pulsation. These estimates are passed as measurements into
GEONS, triggering a measurement/state update. Pointing
Control packets trigger an update to the current pulsar when
they indicate a new SEXTANT target is being accurately
tracked, or a switch to the “null pulsar” idle state when no
target is being tracked.

Photon	  events	  

*me/energy	  

State	  buffer	  

Propagate/

update	  state	  

GPS	  packets	  

state,	  *me	  
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Figure 5. Message driven flow of the SEXTANT XFSW.

In the flow described above, the XFSW photon batch process-
ing algorithms require the EKF’s forward propagated state
estimates to be sufficiently accurate. This is expected to
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be true during the SEXTANT primary experiment when the
SEXTANT team determines the target schedule. During other
times, when SEXTANT plans to operate, but does not control
the pointing schedule, propagated state estimates based on
XNAV measurements alone may not be sufficiently accurate
for the batch processor. In this case, the XFSW will be
commanded to switch to a calibration mode where point-
solution state estimates from the GPS packets are passed
to the EKF to maintain filter convergence so that the event
filtering, buffering, and ML batch processor can run. This
mode will also be used in early mission operations, during
which the pulse template models and count rate estimates
will be refined using NICER data, and components of the
XFSW will be checked out and reconfigured, if necessary,
to optimize performance.

The XFSW is controlled through a configuration table and a
handful of discrete commands, to start/stop/reset the applica-
tion. The configuration table consists of the pulsar upload
table (a compressed subset of the pulsar almanac including
pulse templates, count rates, pulsar direction, and polynomial
representations of the timing model), detector calibration ta-
bles, photon filtering and processing parameters, and GEONS
filter configuration and data. As shown in Figure 3, the
XGS is responsible for generating and uplinking the XFSW
configuration table and supplying any discrete commands.

The full configuration table consists of about 300 kilobytes
of data uncompressed, with an expected (compressed) upload
size of 10 kilobytes requiring approximately two minutes to
update. The XGS nominally will provide an update to the
configuration table every three days, but this will typically
consist of a small subset of the full configuration table.

5. GROUND SYSTEM

While the role of the XGS as described in [7] has not changed,
the architecture and basic concept of operations has been
clarified since that publication, and is described in further
detail here.

The XGS must perform the following tasks.

• Generate and maintain the pulsar almanac.
• Maintain and update the XFSW configuration table in-

formation.
• Deliver and iterate on an observation schedule with the

NICER ground system.
• Build and upload the XFSW configuration table accord-

ing to NICER upload schedule on a nominal operations
cadence.

• Monitor the performance of the SEXTANT XFSW.
• Generate and upload asynchronous commands to start,

stop, and reset the XFSW or its components.
• Be able to run a copy of the XFSW on the ground using

flight data, in order to verify XFSW results and run
experimental improvements.

The XGS, shown at a top level in Figure 6, is divided into
three primary components which reside in different phys-
ical locations and with distinct responsible parties. The
pulsar almanac timing models, templates and count rate
estimates are maintained and updated by SEXTANT Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL) pulsar astrophysicist team mem-
bers. The XFSW configuration update system is managed in
the SEXTANT lab by GSFC SEXTANT team members, and
the visibility analysis tool and interface to the flight system

is controlled by the NICER operations team in the NICER
Science Mission Operations Center (SMOC).

The basic concept of operations for the XGS is the execution
of the following sequence of actions which occurs in syn-
chrony with the nominal 3-day cadence of the NICER target
schedule planning cycle (refer to Figure 6):

1. Ingest external information, including an ISS predictive
ephemeris, Earth Orientation Parameters (EOP) and pul-
sar timing data from ground-based radio observatories

and space-based observatories, especially NICER.2

2. Evaluate pulsar visibility as a function of time along the
orbit prediction. If necessary, update pulsar almanac.

3. Generate a candidate observation schedule with the
SEXTANT scheduling tool and manually set XFSW
configuration parameters to tune performance.

4. Generate the XFSW configuration table.
5. Verify schedule and configuration in GXLT simulation.

If verification fails, return to Step 3.
6. Send proposed observation schedule to NICER schedul-

ing tool for approval and adjustment if needed, to obtain
final schedule.

7. Regenerate the XFSW configuration table.
8. Verify NICER approved schedule in GXLT. If verifica-

tion fails, return to Step 3.
9. Deliver final XFSW configuration table to NICER

SMOC for upload.

6. SIMULATION & TEST ENVIRONMENT

We briefly describe the structure of the test environment here
and refer the reader to [2] for details. Referring to Figure 7,
we now walk through the GXLT simulation. The simulation
starts with the definition of a XNAV scenario, specifying
pulsar targets and models, initial spacecraft state and epoch,
detector description and parameters, simulation algorithm
and flow configuration. Next, a high-fidelity reference tra-
jectory is generated and particle background rates for the
detector along the trajectory are computed. For a simulation
of SEXTANT on NICER, data from the ISS Miniature Array
of Radiation Sensors (MARS) experiment [11] are used.
Next, visibility to the target list is evaluated, accounting
for celestial body and ISS structure occultation, and NICER
hardware constraints. An optimized observation schedule is
then generated that obeys these constraints. Truth phase and
frequency time histories to each pulsar using high-fidelity
pulse timing models are generated with radio observatory
data and the TEMPO2 pulsar timing software [12]. At this
point the simulation branches into three modes or “levels.”
At Level-0, simulated (Gaussian) errors with noise levels set
appropriately for the detector and pulsar models are added to
the truth phase and frequency observables. At Level-1, a non-
homogeneous Poisson process simulation is run to generate
a file of photon event times covering the entire simulation
that accurately model the phase history, pulsar template, and
count rates. Finally at Level-2, the truth observable file is used
to drive the GXLT hardware testbed which produces real-time
X-ray photon events with precisely controlled timing char-
acteristics and pulse shape, with an energy spectrum in the
passband of the NICER XTI, and optionally, synchronized
Radio Frequency (RF) signals to stimulate an integrated GPS
receiver.

2While an opportunity to ingest new EOPs, used by the GEONS filter,
and pulsar timing data, used to maintain pulsar timing models, will exist
nominally every three days, actual updates are expected to occur much less
often.
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Figure 6. XGS top level architecture.

Thus, the simulation output is either a file of noise-corrupted
pulse phase and frequency measurements, a file of photon
times corrupted by Poisson noise, or real-time X-ray photon
events and GPS RF stimulus that can be used to stimulate the
NICER XTI Engineering Model (EM) or flight hardware.

The Level-0 file of noise corrupted phase and frequency
measurements is useful for evaluation of long term XNAV
scenarios and was used in early SEXTANT development. In
[13], a study of a practical XNAV sensor along a Cassini-
like cruise trajectory was modeled in the GXLT Level-0
simulation and performance was compared to DSN tracking
using GSFC’s Orbit Determination Toolbox (ODTBX) [14].
However, SEXTANT flight system development has relied
primarily on Level-1 software simulated photons and Level-2
real-time X-ray stimulus for development and test.

7. BUILD VERIFICATION & TEST RESULTS

Each XFSW release is subjected to a comprehensive build
verification suite consisting of the following components:

• Baseline performance test using the GXLT Level-1 sim-
ulation,

• XFSW unit test of photon processing routines within
GXLT Level-1 simulation,

• XFSW application test on PC driven by Python script,
• NICER IFSW integration test on the NICER Main Elec-

tronics Box (MEB) EM, again with GXLT Level-1
simulated events,

• Hardware system test on the MEB EM using full single
NICER EM timing chain stimulated by the GXLT Level-
2 pulsar simulator.

In the following sections, we describe the structure and intent
of each component and provide test results for the most recent
build 2.1.0 of the XFSW released in August of 2015.

XFSW v2.1.0 build test scenario

XFSW v2.1.0 build verification testing relied on stimulus
from the Level-1 and Level-2 outputs of the GXLT simula-
tion. We briefly describe the GXLT scenario definition here.

A high-fidelity reference orbit was generated with a sim-
ulation epoch and initial state consistent with planned
SEXTANT experiments. Pulsars B1821-24, B1937+21, and

J0534+2200 (the Crab pulsar)3 were observed sequentially
according to an observation schedule optimizing certain per-
formance metrics, while obeying celestial body and ISS
occultation and payload hardware constraints. Realistic, but
non-flight, pulsar template and timing models were provided
by NRL team members. Static signal and background count
rates were based on current estimates of NICER XTI char-
acteristics, while the variable particle background component
was modeled on MARS sensor data [11]. For further dis-
cussion of SEXTANT count rate modeling, see [2]. The filter
state was initialized using a state from the truth trajectory with
noise added corresponding to Semi-Major Axis error with a
1 km bias and a 2 km random component, or from a similarly
degraded GPS solution for the case of the Hardware System
Test. The XFSW was loaded with a flight-like configuration
table.

Besides the use of the fake Crab we note here some limita-
tions of the XFSW v2.1.0 build verification test setup. First,
while the reference orbit was generated with a different orbit
propagator—the General Mission Analysis Tool (GMAT)
[15]—using a higher-order geo-potential model and higher-
fidelity drag model than that used in the GEONS propagator,
no additional errors were introduced into the spacecraft pa-
rameters (mass, area, center-of-mass offset, etc.). Similarly,
the same pulsar models were used both in the GXLT simula-
tion and by the XFSW. Finally, while the results presented
have been observed to be typical, only a single arc was used
to determine whether the test passed or failed. We plan to
remedy these shortcomings in future work for inclusion in
future build test scenarios and publications. In particular,
work on tools to add realistic errors to the orbit and pulsar
models provided to the estimator has begun, as has work on
a Monte Carlo simulation that will vary model errors, photon
simulation, and initial state errors.

3In this test, the Crab pulsar was artificially moved to a location in the
sky where it was visible (namely to the coordinates of pulsar J0218+4232)
because, in the nominal simulation period, the true Crab was occulted by a
hardware keep-out cone around the Moon. We refer to this fictitious target
as the fake Crab and designate it in test output as PSR J0534+2200fake.
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Figure 7. GXLT end-to-end multi-level simulation, showing the flow from orbit simulation through stimulus output.

Baseline Performance and Unit Test

First, a baseline level of performance is established us-
ing the GXLT simulation Level-1 stimulus and a mixed
MATLAB/XFSW implementation of the flight software al-
gorithms. The test configuration is shown in Figure 8. There,
a MATLAB control program collects batches of photons
and runs side-by-side comparisons of MATLAB and XFSW
photon processing routines called through a shared library
interface to the compiled XFSW, serving as a unit-test of
those functions. The control program then sends the out-
put measurements into the XFSW navigation filter functions
through the shared library interface. The filter produces
a spacecraft orbit estimate which is compared to the truth
ephemeris to establish the baseline performance level. This
performance level is considered satisfactory if it meets the
SEXTANT KPP (10 km accuracy, worst direction). Ad-
ditional outputs, especially measurement residuals, are also
checked to see that they meet expectations. The unit test of
the photon processing routines passes if the MATLAB and
XFSW photon processing routines give identical results.

MATLAB	  control	  framework	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  XFSW	  Photon	  Proc.	  

Performance	  results	  

Truth	  trajectory	   Schedule	  Photon	  events	  

Output	  data	  

Input	  data	  

Process	  

Legend	  

XFSW	  GEONS	  

MATLAB	  Photon	  Proc.	  

Figure 8. Baseline/Unit test configuration.

Next we present results from the XFSW v2.1.0 build verifi-
cation testing. Figure 9 shows the Root Sum Square (RSS)
position and velocity errors (solid blue lines) relative to the
truth ephemeris, along with the 3σ filter (root) covariance
(dashed red lines), which consistently envelope the errors.
Figure 9 shows that the SEXTANT KPP is met with margin:
after an initial convergence period, position errors reach

Moving its location in the sky, while not ideal, is not expected to strongly
affect performance results, and will be avoided in future tests.
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Figure 9. RSS position and velocity errors (solid blue lines)
for the baseline/unit-test with enveloping 3σ RSS covariance
(dashed red lines).

levels well below 10 km RSS—an upper bound for the
“worst direction” referred to by the KPP. The increase in
the error between 2.0 and 2.5 days is thought to be random
behavior associated with the particular initial state error and
simulated photon process. Note the errors in this period
remain consistent with the filter covariance. Figure 10 shows
the phase measurement residuals (dots) relative to the filter
phase predictions, along with the filter’s 3σ phase prediction
variance (solid lines). The actual residual statistics appear
to be consistent with the filter variance. The filter is set up
to reject any measurement whose residual exceeds the 3σ
variance. Such rejected measurements are highlighted with a
red star mark. The Unit Test also passed, with both MATLAB
and XFSW photon processing routines producing identical
results (to within expected numerical tolerance).

XFSW App Test

In the XFSW app test, photon events, schedule data, and
truth trajectory information, from the Level-1 GXLT simu-
lation are converted to NICER/SEXTANT Interface Control
Document compliant Consultative Committee for Space Data
Systems (CCSDS) Photon event, GPS, and Pointing Control
packets and sent into a shared library of the full NICER
IFSW with integrated XFSW app using a Python interface
script. Alternatively, recorded CCSDS packets from a GXLT
Level-2 simulation or from flight data can be replayed across
this interface. The test configuration is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 10. Phase measurement residuals (dots, units of
cycles) for baseline/unit-test with 3σ covariance (solid lines).
Measurements with residuals beyond the 3σ level, indicated
with a red star mark, are rejected by the filter.

In this test, the XFSW runs on a PC, allowing the use of
standard software debugging tools, and is able to run much
faster than real-time, both great advantages for development.
Code coverage and estimates of the relative computational
cost of different routines are obtained. Performance results
from this test should be similar to that of the baseline test,
with the exception that the measurement times can deviate
somewhat due to minor differences in measurement time
logic between the MATLAB controlled baseline simulation
and the full XFSW app. The test passes if the SEXTANT
KPP is met.
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Figure 11. XFSW app test configuration.

Results of the successful XFSW v2.1.0 App Test are pre-
sented next. Figure 12 presents the RSS position and velocity
errors and corresponds to Figure 9 for the baseline test. In
this test, state outputs are provided at the 10 seconds nominal
navigation filter propagation step, as opposed to only at the
measurement times, which provides more detail than the
corresponding baseline test plot. The results are similar to
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Figure 12. RSS position and velocity errors (solid blue lines)
for the XFSW app test with enveloping 3σ RSS covariance
(dashed red lines).
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Figure 13. Phase measurement residuals (dots, units of
cycles) for XFSW app test with 3σ covariance (solid line).
Measurements with residuals beyond the 3σ level, indicated
with a red star mark, are rejected by the filter.

those in the baseline, but not identical. This can be explained
by the differences in measurement times and different initial
state used here. The increase in the error between 2-3.5
days into the simulation is also present here, persisting longer
than in the baseline, but again is consistent with the filter
covariance. The SEXTANT KPP is again clearly met in this
test. Figure 13 provides the phase measurement observed
minus predicted residual and corresponds and appears very
similar to Figure 10 from the baseline test.

XFSW Integration Test

The IFSW Integration Test, shown schematically in Fig-
ure 14, is very similar to the XFSW App Test, except that
it runs on the NICER EM or Flight processor rather than on
a PC, and instead of having the CCSDS packets sent in by
a Python script as the test runs, a Python script bundles the
input packets into a file of commands that can be uploaded to
the flight processor and played back onto the CFS software
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bus using the FileCommander application included in the
IFSW. This test validates use of the App Test for longer runs,
and provides realistic CPU utilization estimates.

Due to size limitations on the command file, the full rate of
the Crab pulsar can only be supported for a maximum of
approximately one hour, which is longer than the longest pos-
sible uninterrupted observation possible with NICER. Thus,
during v2.1.0 build verification testing, two separate tests
were conducted to try to achieve coverage of operational
modes under this constraint: one long test with the Crab
observations removed from the file, and one short test with
a limited number of observations of the Crab pulsar. For the
former test, we check that the SEXTANT KPP is met and
that similar results are obtained as for the Baseline and App
Test, however, since it is missing the Crab observations, we
expect to achieve somewhat different and possibly degraded
performance results. For the latter test, we are primarily
interested in seeing that the Crab measurement processing is
functional and that measurement residuals are small.
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Input	  data	  

Process	  
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Figure 14. IFSW integration test (no Crab) configuration.

Results for the no-Crab test from XFSW v2.1.0 build ver-
ification testing are shown in Figure 15, which gives the
RSS errors corresponding to Figure 9 from the baseline
test, and Figure 16 gives the phase measurement residuals,
corresponding to Figure 10 from the baseline test. Here,
even though we omit the Crab measurements, and may expect
degraded performance, the RSS error and residual plots are
again similar to the baseline test over the reduced simulation
time of this test. In particular, the SEXTANT KPP is again
met. The Crab test, whose results are not shown here, also
passed with small residuals.

Hardware System Test

The Hardware System Test provides a test-as-you-fly config-
uration for validation of the SEXTANT flight system. Shown
in Figure 17, this test uses the GXLT Level-2 to stimulate
the NICER GPS receiver with GPS RF signals modeling
the ISS orbit and payload attitude, while providing orbit
and schedule modulated X-ray photons to the NICER timing
chain, which delivers GPS-derived time-stamps to the XFSW
residing within the IFSW running on the NICER EM or Flight
processor. Pointing control packets are created from the
observation schedule and sent to the IFSW at the appropriate
times using an Advanced Spacecraft Integration and System
Testing Software (ASIST) ground system software procedure
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Figure 15. RSS position and velocity errors (solid blue lines)
for the IFSW integration test (no Crab) with enveloping 3σ
RSS covariance (dashed red lines).
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Figure 16. Phase measurement residuals (dots, units of cy-
cles) for IFSW integration test (no Crab) with 3σ covariance
(solid lines). Measurements with residuals beyond the 3σ
level, indicated with a red star mark, are rejected by the filter.

timed off the GPS telemetry packets. The XFSW initializes
its state estimate using an intentionally degraded GPS state
and maintains it with XNAV measurements. Performance
of the system is monitored by the XFSW in real-time by
comparing to GPS states, as planned on-orbit.

For v2.1.0 build verification testing, the Hardware System
Test was run on the NICER MEB EM. GPS RF stimulus was
provided using a Spirent GPS constellation simulator running
an high-fidelity ISS orbit scenario for 3.5 days. The pulsar
simulator was set up to stimulate a single-string EM NICER
timing chain consisting of a single Focal Plane Module and
Measurement/Power Unit (MPU) connected to the MEB. In
addition to the use of the fake Crab, due to limited dynamic
range of the GXLT Pulsar simulator, the total count rate
for the Crab was reduced to a similar level as the other
MSPs which were set to a common level of approximately
100 counts per second impinging on the detector. Within
the XFSW, all Crab photons (passing filter criteria) were
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accepted, but a photon-by-photon random filter was used
to keep only a small fraction of the events for the other
Pulsars. The effect was to achieve approximately 100 counts
per second for the Crab, and accurate total and relative count
rates for the remaining Pulsars. While this is a factor of
approximately 2 lower flux than what is expected on-orbit
for the Crab, all algorithmic aspects of Crab processing were
still exercised. Significantly higher count rates, but still short
of on-orbit expectations, will be achieved in future hardware
system ground tests. Finally, we note that the signal to noise
ratio was significantly elevated in this test. This was due
to a nonlinearity in the Modulated X-Ray Source (MXS)
Light Emitting Diode (LED) output intensity vs. input cur-
rent characteristic which resulted in suppressed background
rates and increased signal-to-noise ratio. This effect will be
compensated for in subsequent build testing.
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Figure 17. Hardware System Test configuration.

RSS error results from the v2.1.0 Hardware System Test are
shown in Figures 18, while the phase residuals are shown in
Figure 19. Not surprisingly, due to the elevated signal-to-
noise ratio achieved in this test, and discussed above, the RSS
error performance is significantly better for Hardware System
Test as compared to that of the baseline test (Figure 9), with
the SEXTANT KPP again being met. The residual plot again
shows consistency between the actual residuals and the filter’s
residual variance estimate. We note the glitches in the RSS
error plots—one for the actual error around 1.25 days into the
simulation, and one on each plot for the covariance at around
2.2 days into the simulation. These are thought to be caused
by an issue with the telemetry stream and not related to actual
performance.

8. CONCLUSIONS

NASA’s SEXTANT project, a technology enhancement to the
ISS-bound NICER mission [3, 4], aims to provide the first
demonstration of autonomous spacecraft navigation using X-
ray pulsars or XNAV. If successful, this demonstration will
provide a major step toward enabling a GPS-like autonomous
navigation capability available throughout the solar system
and beyond.
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Figure 18. RSS position and velocity errors (solid blue
lines) for the Hardware System Test with enveloping 3σ RSS
covariance (dashed red lines). The spikes in the error are
believed to be telemetry collection and/or post-processing
issues, not related to actual performance.
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Figure 19. Phase measurement residuals (dots, units of
cycles) for Hardware System Test with 3σ covariance (solid
lines).

This paper serves as a companion to previous publications [7]
and [2], where the SEXTANT architecture, algorithms, and
testbed were described. Here, we provide an update to the
SEXTANT algorithms described in [2] and give first detailed
descriptions of the SEXTANT flight system consisting of the
XFSW and XGS. Finally, we provide a detailed description
of the XFSW build verification test suite, which runs in the
high-fidelity GXLT, and present results from the successful
testing of build 2.1.0.

Beyond verifying the basic functionality and stability of
XFSW build 2.1.0, the test results suggest that the SEXTANT
flight system is on target to meet its key performance goal of
maintaining better than 10 km (worst direction) definitive or-
bit knowledge using only XNAV measurements. Additional
tests using the GXLT will be conducted on v2.1.0, and future
builds, to address some of the limitations of the build test
suite that are discussed in this paper. These tests will include
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comprehensive Monte Carlo trials and stress tests to attempt
to establish margin for meeting performance goals in the face
of the many unknowns of the true on-orbit environment.

SEXTANT completed its annual continuation review in
September 2015 and is progressing on-schedule toward a final
flight system implementation. XFSW v2.1.0 was integrated
into the most recent NICER Instrument Flight Software build
and is supporting payload testing. The final XFSW build
is planned for early 2016. The XGS architecture and basic
operations concept is defined, with deployment of a major
build planned in late 2015 and a final build planned for mid
2016. NICER is progressing through its integration and test
phase and is on-target for an August 2016 launch via SpaceX
Commercial Resupply Services mission.
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